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President’s Message
I hope that everyone is having a wonderful summer.
I have talked with several guys and a lot of you have
fished some pretty interesting spots, such as, Gary Applebee, who went up to Saddleback Lake and fished
the back country area with several other friends. Gary
spoke about the trip and he taught a younger fly fisherman some tricks about camping in the high country.
As for the trip to British Columbia, we all had a wonderful time. I think that Michael and Rusty wished they
would have spent more time, however, this was the first
trip we all made together. The drive is 3-4 days each
way. That’s driving a vehicle; pulling a travel trailer is
much more time consuming. On the other hand, I flew
up in 4 hours out of Las Vegas. This was a pleasant
change and I really couldn’t have done this without
having Steve Roach and Michael Davis take my stuff
up with them.
Steve, Elsbeth and I fished thirteen days straight. We hit
nine different lakes. We were exhausted after that many
days fishing, but the best part of the day was coming
back to the Stelako Lodge, eating dinner, and going
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Fly of the Month

HD Club Discount Locations

Thanks to John Rose who has done the Fly of the
Month for such a long time. He has asked for a break
after doing the Fly of the Month forever. John has
shared some fantastic flies with us over the years.
Again Thank you John and when you see him at the
meeting thank him in person for all his hard work. We
are looking for someone to take over this job. Please
talk to Paul Sinclair or Ernie Gulley at the meeting.

Arizona Flyfishers: www.azflyfishing.net
Sierra Trading Post: www.sierratradingpost.com
Flymen Fishing: www.flymenfishingcompany.com
Sierra Stream:

www.stillwaterflyfishingadventures.com

Fly of the Month

Sierra Trout Magnet: Dave D’beaupre, owner
(760) 873-0010 10%

Pheasant Tail

www.sierratroutmagnet.com

It amazes me when I read a magazine and they talk
about fishing any river from Montana to the Catskill
back out to the river and fishing until dark or just sitting and in the fly list the Pheasant Tail is always on the list.
out looking at the river, from the porch of the cabin, I have fished it on the Lower Owens and the Madison in
drinking a cold beer, and watching other fly fisherman Montana. I tie mine with a gold bead and pearl flash for
a typical bead head flashback. First some history.
get broken off.
Comments by Jim Abbs

Our last night at the lodge, we all had dinner, at Stelako
Lodge. The chef (Erwin) made pepper steak, stuff lobster, rack of lamb, and the best cheesecake in the world.
The only thing that topped the laughs and dinner was
seeing Steve trying to ward off a bald eagle that was
trying to rob Steve of a trout………. Thank you, Steve
and Elsbeth, Michael and Donna Davis, and Rusty and
Christa Layton, for making a summer I will never forget.

Early fly fishing in America was influenced very
significantly by English traditions, particularly before
1920. Today, America has its own flies, techniques and
equipment, much of it developed on this side of the
big pond. However, some English traditions still have
a tremendous influence. One of these is the work of
George Edward MacKenzie Skues, a solitary bachelor
lawyer and master of the famous River Itchen, in the
Please keep writing those articles and if you have any- Hampshires of Southern England. Between 1900 and
thing you would like to see in the newsletter, please 1939, Skues wrote dozens of articles for British fishing
magazines as well as several influential books, almost
email Gary Applebee at:
exclusively on fishing for trout with nymphs. American
fly anglers still read Skues for insights and inspiration.
glapplebee@glapplebee@gmail.com
Skues successor as a leader in nymph fishing also was
an Englishman, Avon River Keeper Frank Sawyer,
who himself wrote widely and developed several very
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effective nymph patterns. If Skues is the grandfather pounds.
of modern nymph fishing, Frank Sawyer is the father.
Sawyer’s most famous and widely heralded fly is the While I make no promises, this anecdote illustrates
Pheasant Tail (P.T.) nymph.
why you need to add this fly to your nymph selection,
if you have not already done so. In American waters,
Today the simple, yet elegant P.T. nymph is a must this nymph imitates a number of mayfly nymphs using
for any angler wishing to imitate mayfly nymphs and pheasant tail fibers in their natural color and many
it works from the chalkstreams of Pennsylvania to the small nymphs if one uses pheasant tail that is dyed olive
freestone rivers and tailwaters of the American west. yellow or olive.
One of the most striking aspects of this fly is that it is
tied exclusively of ring-neck pheasant tail and copper This is from the FFF website while the photos are from
wire. If it is tied correctly, and with smaller hook sizes, Rob O’Reilly’s website: www.hipwader.com. The FFF
only one bunch of pheasant tail fibers is used in the had no photos so I searched and found Rod’s.
whole fly! Importantly, the Pheasant Tail Nymph is easy
to tie in a wide range of sizes, from 10-18, illustrating
Flash-back Pheasant Tail
the range of mayflies it imitates.
Rob O’Reilly from www.hipwader.com
There are several variations on this pattern, by both
American and English fly anglers. Many American fly
tiers add legs to the fly, including Al Troth, Ed Zern, and
Eric Leiser--- these were not part of Sawyer’s original
pattern. Another variation is that of hook length.
Sawyer tied this on a standard length hook, while some
American tiers recommend a hook that is 1X long.
In England Arthur Cove modified the Pheasant Tail
Nymph for fishing that country’s reservoirs by adding
a gold body rib and a rabbit fur thorax. This latter fly is
called Cove’s Pheasant Tail.

Hook: Mustad 80050BR to match what you’re fishing
for
Thread: 8/0 Dark brown (or size/color to suit your fly)
Weight: Small lead wire
Tail: Pheasant tail fibers (8-10)
Rib: Medium copper wire
Abdomen: Pheasant tail fibers (12-18)
Legs: Pheasant Tail fibers (about 8-10)
Wingcase/flash-back: UNI-Mylar 1/16” “Pearl” color
(with a drop of 5 minute epoxy)
Thorax: Peacock herl

Sawyer tied this fly using copper wire rather than thread.
Finally, Sawyer used copper wire to form the bulk of
the thorax, with a pheasant tail overlay to form a wing
case. While this wire ball thorax is not a standard in
America’s PT nymphs, it is true to Sawyer’s original.
To document the effectiveness of this pattern, let me
pass along a story from Gary Borger, (reported in his
book Nymphs). Gary noted that in 1973 he received
Frank Sawyer’s book for his birthday and from it tied
some P.T. nymphs for use on a Montana spring creek.
In his first experience with this fly, he caught 27 fish
in 100 feet of stream in 2 hours, all between 1 and 3.5

Finished fly
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Make several wraps of small lead wire as shown.
Secure it with several wraps of thread, creating a taper
on both ends. This will make it easier to create a
smooth, tapered body.

Grab the bunch of pheasant tail fibers and wind them
all forward to create the abdomen. With enough fibers,
the wraps shouldn’t really overlap. Trim the butt ends.

Tie in the pheasant tail fibers for the tails, trim the butt
ends. Tie in the medium copper wire.

Tie in the pheasant tail fibers that will eventually be the
legs. Try to tie them onto the top of the hook shank, not
the sides. Trim the butt ends.

Tie in pheasant tail fibers for the abdomen so that they
are facing back as shown. Wind the thread forward.

Wind the copper wire forward to create the rib.
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front of it. Cut the excess off as close as possible.

Tie in the pearl mylar facing the back, on top of the hook
shank. Wind the thread back to where the pheasant tail
fibers in the abdomen ended. Tie in several strands of
peacock herl.

Separate the fibers that will become the legs into two
equal bunches. Stroke the bunches back along each side
of the nymph’s thorax and make several tight wraps of
thread~this holds the fibers back and creates the fly’s
“head”.

Grab the bunch of peacock herl and wind it all forward
to create the thorax. Some overlapping is usually necessary to create a bit of bulk. Make sure you don’t crowd
the eye of the hook. Pull the mylar forward tightly creating the “wing case” and tie off.

Pull the mylar back and make a few wraps of thread in

Mix up a small batch of 5-minute epoxy and, using
your bodkin, add a nice-sized drop to the top of the mylar wing case. Using the tip of the bodkin, spread it to
the four corners of the wing case while trying NOT to
get any on the peacock herl. Allow to dry for at least
24 hours before fishing it. Don’t “test” the 5-minute
claim by touching the wing case too soon, it’ll cause
the surface of the epoxy to look very dull. For obvious
reasons, tie a few flies and do the epoxy bit all at once.
Five minutes best describes the working time of the epoxy before it becomes to too stiff.
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Everyone looks to all the fancy flies and they forget the
Pheasant Tail. I have fished it in lakes below a dry fly
and can’t tell you how many fish I’ve caught with the
simple bead head flash-back Pheasant Tail.

SWCFFF News

Nearest city -(someone else can search for where to
stay)

New SWCFFF Logo

Please get this back to: President@southwestcouncilfff.
Your club, together with other SouthWest Council clubs, org
has participated in some great communication and colCustom Fishing Rod Show
laborative efforts in the past year. We, (all of you) the
members of the SouthWest Council, need a new logo
that reflects these changes, and our commonalities, our The SWCFFF has been invited to set up our booth and
unity, our pride. Currently, the logo displays the “Reel” a casting area at the West Coast Custom Rod Show.
logo from the National office with the SouthWest Coun- http://westcoastcustomrodshow.com/ Most clubs
cil named underneath. Let’s try to create something a have rod building classes and this show, while geared
bit more fun, imaginative and enticing to represent all to conventional tackle, has lots of information and techniques that can be used for fly rods. There will also be
of us.
several bamboo fly rod manufacturers in attendance.
A trout leaping over a freeway (the 405)? A marlin taking the fly on some stream? Let your imagination run We decided to attend this show as it is exposure to a difwild. No graphic software experience? Send in your ferent demographic of angler and it costs us nothing to
sketch and we can make something work.  This contest try it out. We will be doing some fly tying and casting
is open to all fly anglers in the SouthWest Council dis- lessons. The SWC needs a few people to help us man
trict and the winner will receive a 3 year membership the booth and be there to answer questions. Participants
in the Federation, a 75.00 value. Submissions will be will be given a free show pass.
judged by the SWC board and the finalist announced
in December, 2010. Submissions should be in no later This came to us late so we understand that is will not
than October 31, 2010.   Please send to Bennett Mintz, make it into most newsletters. Please pass the word
around, especially to those in charge of your rod buildCommunication Director bjmintz@socal.rr.com
ing programs. We would appreciate hearing from the
clubs no later than September 25 so we can schedule
The National FFF office, in an (long overdue) effort to personnel in the booth.
increase the value of what we have to offer, is asking Contact:
each council to put together a list of fishing opportuni- President@southwestcouncilfff.org
ties in our area, what to do and possibly, where to stay.
Who better to ask than the SWC retailers and clubs?
Teaching Kids to Fish
So if you could throw out some places in the follow- By Michael Schweit, SouthWest Council, Federaing format, it would be greatly appreciated and you will tion of Fly Fishers
get the credit. More free advertsing!! BTW, our area is
Mammoth to San Diego, Santa Barbara to Las Vegas.
I think I killed my last trout at Eagle Lake about 10
years ago. Since then, it has been nothing but Catch &
Where Release…until the weekend of July 24th. Then we all
went a bit crazy “putting down” some trout for a good
Time of year (if applicable) cause.
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The Mammoth Lakes Kid’s Fishing Festival has been
running for 23 years. Past sponsors have been the town
of Mammoth Lakes and Vickie Russell. This year, Gaye
Mueller and the Mono Council for the Arts, along with
Kevin Peterson, president of the newly formed Eastern Sierra Fishing Guide Association and their members, were instrumental in making it happen. Kevin also
asked the SouthWest Council if we could help out. Not
knowing what we were in for, we said “sure!”

Helping out from the SouthWest Council was Greg
Stumpf from Streamborn, Wayne Thompson and Jim
DeSwarte of Kaweah, Ron Morita from Sierra Pacific
and me. We all spent plenty of time on our knees, keeping us at the right height for our “students” and allowing us to reach down and release the fish. In the end,
we did harvest quite a few as these fish were the first
catches for most of the participants.

Extra credit goes to Ron for spending over two hours
with Cory from Corona. This lad really wanted to learn
DFG, in partnership with the town of Mammoth Lakes,
and he had all the beginner’s bad luck happen to him.
purchased 750 trout for the two ponds at Snowcreek
Bad knots (Ron and I), missed strikes, long distance
Resort. The idea was that the fly anglers would have
releases, refusals, you name it. But he kept at it and Ron
one side of the pond to do some fly rod casting demhad him roll casting with style. I left for a few minutes
onstrations and catch a fish or two while others worked
to snap some photos and saw Cory and his family in the
with spin rods and bait. Tell that to the estimated 600
parking lot. His grin was ear to ear and I knew he had
children that showed up between 8 and noon on this
finally succeeded. When he shows up at Deep Creek
perfect weather day. They quickly covered every inch of
for some lessons, remember that Ron gave him a good
shoreline and so many lines were hitting the water that
start!
it looked like a Powerbait hatch. But being resourceful
fly anglers, we went to work.
Pat Jaeger gave us important directions throughout.
Eventually, Pat figured out we could start roll casting
and we quickly got the kids into the mood. Of course,
we had a bribe. Festival rules said that after they caught
and kept one fish, they were done. When we explained
about catch and release and catching as many as they
wanted, the majority stayed with the fly rod.
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Something a Little Different
Big Rock Creek
Angeles National Forest

little experiment when I had some free time.

I’ve been thinking about that little creek over the past
year and how I’d like to get back over there and fish
it. So, I started doing a little investigating recently on
By Paul Staub, member of the Hi Desert Fly Fishers the creek. Since I first looked it up on the DFG on-line
August 22, 2010
Fishing Guide last year it has since been taken off the
guide. I guess they figured it wasn’t worth keeping it on
Last Fall I went with a friend on a bear hunt near Wright- there. From what little information there is on the creek
wood. While exploring the area we drove up Big Rock I found that the DFG stopped stocking it because of an
Creek Rd. I never knew this little creek existed until endangered Yellow Legged Mountain Frog.
that day. We stopped along the road above the creek at
my request to look for fish. The water was crystal clear Well, this weekend I finally decided I’d check out Big
and the entire creek had a series of rocks piled across it Rock Creek with my 7’, 3 weight rod. As I drove up to
to form dams, which created deep pools. And yes, there the creek from HWY 138 there were a few cars parked
were fish in those pools. Each pool I could see from the along the creek road. Folks trying to escape the heat
roadside appeared to have fish in it. Some fish looked of the summer looked to be lining the pools with their
to be up to ten inches, not bad for a little creek. Most picnic goods. I could tell that I’d have to drive further
of the fish I could see looked much smaller. I figured it up the road to avoid these folks. Most of the roadside
would be a nice little creek to fish with a lightweight has no parking signs posted along it. There are a few
rod and light line.
larger pullouts to park but those were filling up with
picnickers. I finally found a pullout across from the
campgrounds that led down toward the creek. No picnickers! Great! I’d start there.

It was a really cool looking creek and area. It looked
to have a lot of history. There were some old cabins in
one area on the far side of the creek. Below the cabin
area there was a dam like structure made of cemented
rocks and boulders, which I later discovered was and
old gauging station. The area looked to have once been
developed years ago and since forgotten. There is a
campground up the road from the old gauging station
and cabins. The campground is called Sycamore Flats
Campground and is clean and in use. Much of the area
was posted as private property and displayed, KEEP
OUT, signs.

I parked my car and walked a short distance to the creek.
All up and down the creek are small rock dams, which
create pools for people to soak in. There have been
some very industrious people hanging out there over
the years. The first pool I walked up to looked devoid
of fish. The next pool up showed a more encouraging
sign. A large damselfly was hovering over it and flying
back and forth across it. While it was doing that fish
were leaping out of the water trying to snatch it from
the air. The fish didn’t look any bigger than the damselWhen I got home that night I looked for the creek on fly. Never the less, it got my heart engaged to give it a
the DFG web site’s on-line Fishing Guide. It showed go. I went back to my car and set up my rod.
Big Rock Creek as a location that gets stocked seasonally. Well, I figured that the creek hadn’t been stocked I started off in the pool I saw the fish leaping out from.
in a long time, especially considering our state’s current I tied on a small size 16 stimulator pattern I had tied
stocking program. So, I logged that place in the back of the night before. No action, I must have spooked them
my mind as a place to fish sometime in the future as a off. So, I worked my way downstream from there. Up8

stream was barren with no cover, just boulder and rock
lined banks. The fish were probably easier to spook that
direction. The water, as it was in the fall, was crystal
clear. The stream down from that point had a lot of
trees and overhanging plants along the banks. To fish
it meant wading right down the middle of the creek to
keep my flies out of the trees. I didn’t mind wet wading
as the temperature was already over 80 degrees.

ers set up their bar-b-que right behind me and started
wading in the pool above me and below me. That was
the end of my downstream trek. I’ll be back for that big
boy someday.

On the way back up stream I fished the same water and
caught several more fish. I don’t know how many fish I
caught and I couldn’t count all the rises I got on my presentations. These little fish were just ravenous for dry
I tied on a #16 Olive Parachute Adams behind the Stim- flies. The best presentation for me proved to be starting
ulator. The next pool down I started at the top of a run on the upper side of a run and letting my fly drift into
and let my flies drift down into the pool. There was ac- a pocket or pool. Starting below a pool and casting up
tion right away and with every presentation I made that stream yielded less action and fewer takes.
didn’t wind up snagged in the trees. They were really
attracted to the Parachute pattern. So, after losing my What a great little creek for a dry fly enthusiast and
Stimulator and dropper fly in a snag I decided to stick to light line. My three weight rig was probably too much
the Parachute pattern. I got rises on every cast with the for these fish, but it did help cast through the wind when
Parachute. They were little fish but I managed to hook it came up and it didn’t hinder my success. I was thinkseveral with it. The #16 was just too big for these fish. ing though, it might be time for a zero weight rig after
Once I sized down to a #18 white Parachute Adams I this little experience or maybe even a nice little finesse
was hooking these little Brown Trout regularly. Some bamboo rod.
of them were so small; they were the size of my pinky
finger.
This little creek is easy to get to and only about 45 minutes from down town Hesperia. Just take HWY 138
After wading through several runs, pockets and pools, west toward Palmdale. Make a left on Ave 165 and take
all of which containing numerous tiny fish eager to take it to Valyermo Rd. Make a left and then your first right
a fly, I started to catch some more sizable fish. In one on to Big Rock Creek Rd. and drive up until you find
run I hooked an eight inch fish after landing several five a spot you’d like to try. There is only a short amount
to six inch fish. I attempted to take a picture of that of area to fish once you pass the gauging station but it
larger fish only to realize I left my camera in the car. Oh could be fun on the right day. I wouldn’t go back again
well, not a lot to brag about anyway. The lower I went in the summer on a weekend. I think I’d wait until it
down stream the bigger the pools got and the bigger the gets cold in the fall or early spring to get a chance at
fish got.
some of those bigger pools just up from the gauging
station and around the cabins. There is just too much
After about a quarter of a mile going down stream I activity on this creek during the summer weekends.
could hear the chatter of picnickers. I was approaching
the gauntlet of humanity that had been lining the creek One of the side benefits to all of the man made pools
side, which I had driven by earlier. In the final pool I was that during the drought months they are able to susreached before turning back up stream I caught five fish tain habitat for the wild trout there. When I looked up
in a row at or over six inches. There was one fish well the area on satellite through Map Quest the creek bed
over eight inches rising on my fly that I was making appeared to be dry except for the larger pools around
many attempts at when a large contingent of picnick- the cabins and gauging station. I suppose that is why
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the larger fish were in those lower pools as they have
been able to stay alive in those pools during the low
water conditions of Summer and late Fall.
If you’re into conservation I’d suggest bringing a trash
bag with you to pick up trash from along the creek side
as you fish. It appears that it is too difficult for some
people to tote out their garbage when they left and took
the bar-b-que back to the truck. Fire season? Not in the
Southern California Mountains!

Fishing the Fraser Lake Area of B.C.
So many lakes, so many fish, so little time! Somehow,
two weeks just wasn’t enough time to cover all of the
beautiful lakes that can be found around the Fraser
Lake area of British Columbia, Canada---but it was
sure fun, trying! There were Roaches to be found at the
Stallako Lake Lodge from July 16th to July 31st, but if
you’d looked for them, you wouldn’t have found them
often…most of that time, there was a note on the door
of cabin 3, “gone fishin’. “

Steve Roach

Russ took this Picture of me in Action ! He is an Excellent Photographer !! I like to Cast, mainly because, I
never catch anything !!.............Have a good week-end
all............Snook.

Elsbeth Roach
We were up at 7AM and hard fishing all day long---and
the days are long in British Columbia. Even after dinner (8ish PM), there was the challenge of the Stallako
River just a short walk from our cabin door. In fact,
on our very first evening, after we unpacked the truck
and got settled in to our cabin, we walked down to the
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river and fished until dark…this became the “days end”
routine. As the fish came up for their share of the many
bugs buzzing the river, there was steady activity until
dark, around 10:30 to 11:00 each night. There were a
ton of fish jumping, but they were pretty picky and very
challenging, although we managed to hook a few. Paul
and Rusty were the die-hards of the river fishing---out
there almost every night!

Trout Lake, not very deep and full of weed beds, was a
challenging, but rewarding lake. We each got fish that
were nearly all 16 to 18 inches: healthy, FAT, and the
color you wouldn’t believe. This is where we had our
first real thunderstorm scare…graphite rods, you know,
and me with titanium hips, well. So I was paddling in
after listening to the approaching storm, watching the
clouds surround us, when suddenly Steve yells, “Whoa,
got a whale!” Well, going for shore? NOT! I turned
around to catch up with the guys, catching a bunch more
fish---storms DO have an electrical affect!

Rusty Layton
Now hitting some of these lakes was relatively easy--they were like State Parks, with boat launches, picnic
tables and BATHROOMS! Angly Lake was definitely a favorite. Great access, big beautiful water with a
cherry inlet that made everyone’s day. We caught tons
of fish---chubby, little guys with awesome fight! We
went for brookies at Co-op Lake; did well, nice fish,
good fightin’---once we found out what they liked!

Paul Sinclair
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Paul Sinclair
Unfortunately, and to be truthful, not all of the lakes
offered such great accommodations. But, as so often happens, those were the lakes that provided some
of the most challenging, but satisfying fishing of the
trip! Casey Lake was a favorite. With a small, muddy
“ramp” into mucho weeds, a 100 ft. kick into weed-free
waters where there were many opportunities to hook
up. Paul and Steve each caught several 18 and 19 inchers. I had a couple of 17s. Chunky, beautiful -colored,
healthy fish! And great fighters! Barlow Lake involved
a ¼ mile hike ending in a 100 yd bog in order to access--without Paul’s wading staff, I might still be there!
Rooster Lake was a “pain” to get in and out of, but what
a delight to fish! This is where Steve was attacked by
an eagle (of the strong opinion that Steve’s fish should
be its fish)! We all did well there. Another challenging
lake was Mallard…our first trip there (after

Donna, Elsbeth and Mike
a pretty rough 4X road experience) we had to pack up
and leave without even getting our lines wet! We had
promised our spare rod to Paul (because he had forgotten to load his with his gear), then found WE had also
left our rods at the cabin!!! How embarrassing. Turns
out the return trip (a week later), we actually made it
onto the lake, after another muddy slog and a ¼ mile
kick (seemed like it anyway), to find a scenic lake (very
National Geographic-type): very deep, and very challenging. We each got fish, but we worked hard! Tried
every type and every color fly you could imagine!

Rusty Layton
beautiful (even with the dying lodge-pole pines), and
wonderfully gracious, friendly people. Trudy and Irwin were not just our “lodge masters” they are friends.
Fred, and Brian, Chris and Rene were “hosts with the
mosts” and showed us some great places to throw a
line. What was the most unbelievable to me, was that
on nearly every single body of water, we were ALONE,
the only ones on the water---nobody there, park anywhere, no pushing, no shoving, no pressing for the right
spot (and, for me, no need to get out of somebody else’s
way)!
That was heaven, and I’ll go again! ----Elsbeth Roach

Donna & Mike Davis
Just can’t say enough about the great lakes and rivers
that Paul introduced us to. We had a blast and would go
lsbeth & Steve Roach, Paul, Donna & Mike Davis,
back in heart-beat! Great country, just breath-taking
Krista & Rusty Layton
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I have wanted to put something about conservation in
the newsletter each month. This month I thought the
Heritage and Wild Trout Program would be to share
with you. Also I had to please to work with Stephanie
Mehalik and her crew on the East Fork of the San Gabriel River. Lately is seems like everyone is looking at
the San Gabriel Mountains to protect the area and watershed. Last night ABC News did a spot on the Wilderness Society and their efforts. Councilman Dryer from
Rancho Cucamonga is sponsoring a bill to preserve it. I
Googled “San Gabriel River Conservation” and found
several others. I wanted to start with Fish and Game
because they are looking at the fish.

Heritage and Wild Trout Program
The California Department of Fish and Game’s Wild
Trout Program (now the Heritage and Wild Trout Program, or HWTP) was established by the California
Fish and Game Commission (Commission) in 1971 to
protect and enhance quality trout fisheries sustained by
natural reproduction. The Commission adopted a Wild
Trout Policy (Policy) that provides for the designation
of “aesthetically pleasing and environmentally productive” streams and lakes to be managed exclusively for
wild trout. The Commission directed the Department
to study and identify waters that would provide quality
wild trout angling for designation as Wild Trout Waters. Wild trout populations in designated waters are to
be managed with appropriate regulations to be “largely
unaffected by the angling process.”
Designated Wild Trout Waters must meet the following
criteria:
•

•
Domestic strains of catchable-size trout shall
not be planted but suitable hatchery-produced wild or
semi-wild strains may be planted in designated waters,
but only if necessary to supplement natural reproduction.
The Commission recognized the importance of high
quality habitat for the maintenance of wild trout populations and the Policy states: “All necessary actions,
consistent with state law, shall be taken to prevent adverse impact by land or water development projects
affecting designated Wild Trout Waters.” The Department is required by Commission policy to prepare and
periodically update a management plan for each Wild
Trout Water.
Additional HWTP mandates are provided by the Trout
and Steelhead Conservation and Management Planning
Act of 1979 (SB 192) and its associated updates (specifically SB 384). These laws (Fish and Game Code
Section 1725 et seq.) require the Department to:
•
Conduct a statewide inventory of trout streams
and lakes;
•
Determine the most suitable angling regulations
for each stream or lake;
•
Conduct ongoing evaluations of angling regulations; and
•
Recommend to the Commission 25 miles of
streams and one lake annually for consideration for
Wild Trout designation.

Open to public angling;

The Department’s HWTP conducts statewide resource
assessment with emphasis on special management wa•
Able to support with appropriate angling regu- ters. These waters include rivers, streams and lakes
lations, wild trout populations of sufficient magnitude designated as “Wild Trout Management Areas” by the
to provide satisfactory trout catches in terms of number Commission. Natural recruitment and aesthetic suror size of fish; and
roundings are emphasized and natural values are protected. (next month the Hertitage Trout Program)
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